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Introduction

Graphics influence our decisions throughout our everyday lives and have for decades. These images have an impact on both our conscious and sub-conscious minds. Whether the question is which cereal to buy, or how we view women through the lens of Photoshop on a magazine cover, or, as in WWII, deciding if it’s acceptable for a women to enter military service.

Throughout the last three centuries, the images of women in the use of war propaganda have changed with the times. In the Civil War there were women who fought disguised as men. Because the culture did not support their presence on the battlefields, there was no organized propaganda associated with their actions. By the late 1800’s to the early 1900’s the suffragettes fought for the right to vote, as well as for an opportunity to influence the way women participated in war, ushering in a more active future role for women in war.

Our study will move to WWII, a war in which women were encouraged to leave their homes and work on the assembly lines and for the military. The women of the home front took over the men’s jobs and helped with the war effort. Students will learn how images of Rosie the riveter, along with a myriad of other visual propaganda, saturated citizens’ experiences and transformed the feminine image into a national effort to influence every American on the home front, with the ultimate goal of winning the war.

Moving on from the women of WWII, we will study the Be All That You Can Be campaign of the 1980’s. This campaign sparked the largest influx of women in military history and offered the opportunity of a college education. We will discuss what kind of audience this campaign was marketed toward: Be All That You Can Be was an effort to reshape and change the image of the military. The Army was viewed as a career of last resort during the 1970s, just prior to Be All That You Can Be. The ad campaign focused on not what “you could do for your country,” but on what the Army could do for the average person during peacetime.

We will conclude our unit by examining the Army Strong campaign (2006), Army Strong is the first interactive, multi-media advertising campaign with women as a target market. The campaign appeals to recruits who want to be a part of something bigger than themselves. As students study the process of creating a multi-
media campaign, they will also notice the number ways the military seeks to reach out to recruits and reassure them and their parents about military service. Finally, by examining multiple points of view, students will deal with the question of whether the campaign gives a realistic view of military service.

**Background**

I am a part-time visual arts teacher at Cooperative Arts and Humanities Magnet High School (Co-op), an inter-district magnet high school. I teach Photoshop and Graphic Design classes. These classes mix visual arts and technology as well as Art History, Graphic Design/Advertising and simple animation. Approximately 65% of the students are from the city of New Haven and 35% come from surrounding towns. The students are accepted to the school via a lottery system, at Co-op and choose an area of the Arts to study. The students may choose from music; choral or instrumental, visual art, theater, creative writing, or dance.

Students come from the surrounding districts as well as New Haven to attend Co-op rather than their local public high schools. Co-op has approximately 624 students enrolled in grades 9-12. The student population is 65 % of female and 35% male, 49% Black students, 24% Hispanic, 26% White and 1% Asian American students. The main languages spoken are English and Spanish with 1% English language learners (ELLs). The school has 7% students with special education needs. The proportion of students eligible for free or reduced price lunches is 66%, which is higher than the state average.

Co–op is located one block from two of Yale University’s museums, the Yale University Art Gallery and the Yale Center for British Art. Teachers often take their students on mini field trips to the galleries. Co-op also has a working relationship with Yale University and the Shubert Theater.

**Narrative**

Women soldiers of the Civil War.

In January of 2013 the US government officially lifted the ban on women soldiers in combat roles. By 2014 33,000 new positions were made available to women in the military. Was this really the first time American women fought in combat roles? There are documented stories of women fighting in the Revolutionary War, both with and without disguise. Mary Ludwig Hays McCauley (better known as Molly Pitcher) is probably the most well-known. When her husband collapsed at the cannon during the Battle of Monmouth, she took his place.

Women soldiers also fought in a number of battles in the Civil War, disguised as men. After the Battle of Antietam, Union soldiers discovered the body of a female Confederate soldier. Union soldiers buried her apart from her male counterparts. The woman soldier’s grave was given a makeshift marker: “unknown Woman CSA.” For a long time historians viewed the women soldiers’ motivation and participation as rare and inexplicable. More recently scholars have argued that these women fought for many of the same reasons as male soldiers, such as political beliefs. For Confederate women it may have been an opportunity to defend...
their way of life, or the chance to earn a steady paycheck at a time when the economy was in state of chaos.

Conservative estimates of female soldiers in the Civil war puts the number somewhere around 250 to 400. Due to the nature of being a female solider disguised as a man it’s nearly impossible to come with exact numbers. A few women are known to have been buried under their male names.

Why weren’t they discovered more often?

When the military became desperate for recruits early on in the war they stopped performing a regular physical on recruits. At best recruits would walk by the doctor and if they didn’t limp or have anything overtly wrong with them they were accepted. Most soldiers also slept in their clothing and spent long periods in encampments in between battles. Seeing women in pants with short hair was so unheard of at the time, it was a surprisingly good disguise. There were also a number of very young male recruits who did not shave yet, which would have allowed women to blend in more easily. During these long encampments, in between battles, it would have been easy for a women to slip away to take care of any physical needs. However it did become well known before the end of the war that women were on the battlefields. One of the reasons these women went undiscovered until they were wounded or killed was that, as “male soldiers” they were performing what was required of them. When discovered women were often released from service and sent home. Sometimes they were imprisoned for their behavior.

Were they as brave as their male counterparts? Were these women capable of carrying out their duties as soldiers?

One Union soldier wrote home to his family about encountering several Confederate women soldiers in battle: “They fought like demons, and we cut them down like dogs.” Frances Clayton, who went by the name of Jack Williams, joined the Union forces with her husband in 1864. She was wounded three times and taken prisoner once. Frances Clayton, having already fought at the Battle of Fort Donelson in Tennessee, witnessed her husband’s death in battle. When the call came to fix bayonets Clayton fixed her bayonet, stepped over her husband’s body and charged. When the battle was over she revealed her identity and was discharged.

Did the general public ever know about these women soldiers? How did their male counterparts feel about these women?

The public did know about these women soldiers. Soldiers would write home to their families about the women soldiers who had been discovered on both sides of the conflict. One newspaper editor actually said he received so many stories on a regular basis that he couldn’t possibly print them all. Most of these women went back to their “normal lives” when they went home. Some women were hailed as heroines and others were condemned by public opinion.

Sarah Edmonds Seyle published a bestselling memoir, Nurse and Spy about her ten year service during the Civil War. She married and had two children and for 20 years she did not discuss her previous life. In 1883 Sarah went public with her war service in order to obtain a pension. She knew this would be a difficult task. At the time Sarah was suffering from ill health, some of which was due to war related injuries. She had to prove that she was in fact the male solider known as Franklin Thompson of the 2nd Michigan Infantry. Sarah would also need desertion charges removed from her military record.

By going public Sarah hoped to gather support from Union veterans as well the general public. Her story was reprinted in a number of newspapers. Sarah’s local newspaper added that she was known to be a good wife.
and mother. During the Victorian Era this acknowledgement was an important in Sarah’s effort to gain public support.

General O.M. Poe wrote a letter to Congress in 1885 verifying that Sarah was the male soldier Franklin Thompson. With the support of both the public and soldiers of the 2nd Michigan Infantry Sarah was granted a pension. Sarah Edmonds Seelye was also welcomed by her fellow veterans at reunions of the 2nd Michigan Infantry. She was cleared of the charge of desertion and given back pay. Congress noted that she performed “meritorious service” and gave “zealous and efficient aid” to “the cause of which she felt to be the highest and noblest that can actuate man or woman.” However they did not give Sarah’s military record the acknowledgement it deserved. Sarah was a soldier, orderly, spy and mail carrier during the Civil War. Congress considered her work with the Christian Commission, as a women, (she worked with veterans after the war) to be of much higher value. 8

Could gender inequality be a possible reason for women to disguise themselves as soldiers?

The Civil War would have been a time of economic hardship. Jobs that paid a decent living wage would have been scarce for women. Single women and widowed woman of the working and lower-class would have been at an economic disadvantage. Employment opportunities were limited outside of the option of marriage. What was available to the working and lower-class women was usually limited to sewing, prostitution or work as a domestic servant. For their work women were paid a fraction of what men earned. In factories they earned far less for the same work. In 1860 a cook in New York City could expect to receive as much as $8 a month. A successful laundress might earn $10 a month. A Union Army private, however, could earn $39 for three months enlistment. 9

Could the Civil War have presented these women with the opportunity to escape the restrictions put on them by Victorian Society? By taking on a male persona these women Civil War soldiers would have had access to money, independence, the right to vote and the full status their male counterparts enjoyed.

Did women Civil War soldiers help the cause of women’s rights?

Clara Barton, who later founded the Red Cross, served as a nurse during the Civil War. During her time as a nurse in the war, Clara had discovered women soldiers. Clara Barton claimed that the four-year war advanced the social position of women by fifty years. 10 Suffragettes’ Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Matilda Gave argued this cause as well. In their 1881 manifesto History of Woman Suffrage they argued that these female soldiers proved that women were as capable of defending themselves in battle as men and they should be afforded the same rights.

The suffragettes.
The fight for women’s rights began a few decades prior to the Civil War. By the 1830s the right to vote had been extended to most white men, regardless of money and property rights. The Suffragette movement fought for the same liberties. The advent of the Civil War, however, caused the movement to lose momentum. The end of the Civil War brought about the 15th amendment, giving African American males the right to vote.

The original Life Magazine was founded in 1883 and edited by Illustrator Charles Dana Gibson. (Gibson was famous for his Gibson Girl illustrations. These illustrations depicted the ideal Victorian Era woman.) Life was one of New York’s leading magazines at the time. It was also an inherently male magazine. Life surprised its readers by publishing a cover supporting a woman’s right to vote 1913. This cover (image 1) shows a well-bred woman standing with men who already have the right to vote. Life was known for its racist and anti-Semitic views, notice the slovenly Irishman with a drink in his hand and the Italian with a knife in his hand pointed towards the woman. Implying that the only qualification for voting is to be male. After the appearance of the Life Magazine cover more illustrators took up the cause, on both sides of the debate.

There was also a fear at the time that giving women the vote might somehow cause them to become more masculine. In the process this would cause men to become more feminine, a reverse of roles as opposed to a sharing of roles. Cartoons of the time often showed the suffragette pushing their traditional responsibilities off on the man, while usurping the man’s role. All the while the household and the children are in a shambles due to the woman’s selfishness.

One cover for a series of Suffrage Plays makes good use of imagery that would have been in the public consciousness at the time. The Liberty Bell, a symbol of freedom, is shown. The woman on the cover lies somewhere in between Lady Liberty and the Madonna with her out stretched arms hovering above an illustration of the world. This image turns Suffrage into a lofty and noble cause.

How did the suffragette’s play a part in WWI?

In 1917 women protesters picketed outside of the White House. Virginia Arnold held up a sign renaming President Wilson, Kaiser (emperor) Wilson. (This was a reference to the German Kaiser Wilhelm II, who many saw as the instigator of WWI.) The sign also asked “Have you forgotten your sympathy with the poor Germans because they were not self-governed? 20,000,000 American Women are not self-governed.” 11 The president was willing to fight for democracy for men in other countries, but didn’t believe in it for women at home.

At the beginning of WWI President Wilson was against suffrage. With the entry of the United States in WWI the NAWSA (National American Woman Suffrage Association) and the National Women’s party changed their strategies. The NAWSA (lead by Carrie Chapman Catt) made the decision to link the idea of women’s suffrage to women’s work in the war service.

The NAWSA’s publishing company reprinted Wilson’s war messages and used its influence to help women organize for war service. The NWP took a different approach and continued picketing the White House. They risked being viewed as anti-American by doing this. NWP picketers reminded the government that while it fought for democracy abroad, during WWI, it did not promote democracy for American women. At home, women were still denied the basic rights every man was entitled to, white, black or immigrant.

A cartoon from the Women’s Citizen a weekly periodical shows an older women, a WWI solider and Uncle Sam. The WWI solider is saying to Uncle Sam “She has given me to Democracy; give democracy to her.” 12 War and fighting has always been thought of as a male endeavor. In times of war, genders tend to be separated into the protected and the protector. Women are thought to be above violence. Men needed the support of the
women both to look after the home front and to supply the next generation of men who would become the protectors/soldiers. They were not looked upon as being capable of being equal partners in the act of war.

How did Edward Bernays' begin to change advertising during WWI?

War propaganda and advertising changed during WWI with the advent of Edward Bernays. As a member of the U.S. Government’s Committee on Public Information (CPI) Bernays helped successfully convince an isolationist America to enter into WWI. The slogan “keeping the world safe for Democracy” was his brainchild and became well known around the world.

As the nephew of Sigmund Freud Bernays’ family background had impressed upon him the importance of ideas and how powerful a good idea could be. He had the idea of using psychology in advertising. Bernays held a hierarchical view of the general public and believed that the masses needed to be led in certain directions. He believed the majority of the public made decisions based on emotion as opposed to logic. This idea divided the general public into two types of people: those who are led and those who lead (Bernays being a leader).

After WWI he was responsible for making smoking publicly acceptable. Lucky Strike cigarettes were re-marketed as Freedom Torches. At the time it was not considered acceptable for women to smoke, only for men. Bernarys staged a public display of women smoking during the Easter Day Parade in New York City. Debutantes were shown smoking the cigarettes in fashion magazines. He then tied this idea into the women suffragists by telling the press to expect women suffragists to light up torches of freedom during the parade as a way of showing their equality to men. A 1930s Chesterfield cigarettes ad proclaimed “women started to smoke . . . just about the time they began to vote.” Smoking was just one more barrier to equality for women. This created a new market for cigarettes.

Marketing a war to the general public was really no different than selling cigarettes. Propaganda was no longer just information, it could also influence as well. Americans could be influenced to enter a war through emotion.

Bernays’ new ideas about public relations even made an impression on the Nazis.

When an A.P. (Associated Press) reporter interviewed Joseph Goebbels, prior to WWII, Goebbels had a copy of one of Bernays books on his shelf, despite the fact that Bernays was Jewish.

The Office of War Information (OWI).

In 1942 the Office of War Information (OWI) was created to both craft and disseminate the government’s message to the general public. The government had very specific objectives in mind for the propaganda campaign. Artists, filmmakers and intellectuals were recruited by the government to bring its message to the public. It was felt that there wasn’t enough time to educate the public on the war, other strategies would need to be used. Posters would become ever present in American society and would include such places as post offices, apartment buildings and railroad stations.

The objectives of the OWI’s propaganda included getting the general public behind the war effort, eliminating dissent of any kind, resource conservation and factory production. OWIs efforts used posters, press, radio, motion picture, and other facilities to get the government’s message across. Common poster themes included
consequences of careless talk, conservation, civil defense, war bonds, “victory gardens,” how women were needed for the war effort as well as anti-German and Japanese sentiment. These posters projected the idea that winning the war was not a given. The most common approaches for the posters were fear, the bandwagon approach (don’t be left out), name-calling (Germans and Japanese), generalities, euphemism and the testimonial. The messages of these posters made the war personal and preyed on people’s emotions, positive and negative, both through written copy and visual imagery. Some posters were colorful with a patriotic can do theme while others showed the consequences of not winning the war.

One of the OWI’s responsibilities was to review and approve the design and content of all government related posters. Two groups within the OWI clashed over the design of the posters. One group was in favor of a war art approach using bright colors, graphics, symbolism and stylized images, images similar to Art Deco. Those who had been recruited from the world of advertising preferred an advertising approach to the posters. After repeated clashes between the two groups the admen conducted a survey of the general public. One image surveyed is called “He’s watching you” produced by the Division of Information, Office for Emergency Management, in 1942. The strong graphic image on the poster actually bears a striking resemblance to a close-up of Darth Vader.

It was actually a German soldier in a helmet, with his face in shadow. The survey asked factory workers to identify who “He” was. The majority of factory workers surveyed thought he was the boss. This survey and others like it caused the admen to gain the upper hand in controlling the look of the posters. Posters took on a less graphic more advertising based feel after 1943.

How did women’s roles change during the war?

Women’s lives and their roles in society changed dramatically during the World War II era. Widespread holes were left in the industrial labor force as more and more men enlisted in the military. The industrial workforce was needed more than ever to help support the war effort in Europe. The period between 1940 and 1945 saw an increase of women in the workforce. They were suddenly encouraged to take up men’s jobs and to wear men’s clothing. In 1945 nearly one in every four women worked outside the home. Women were expected to do all of this while still remaining feminine and keeping up with their household chores. This societal expectation was in anticipation of when the men would come home and women would be expected to return to their pre-war lives.

The Women of WWII: The WACs (Women’s Army Corps), WAVES (Navy), SPARs (Coast Guard) and the Rosies.

Much like their WWI suffragette counterparts the women of WWII organized to help the war effort. Nearly 350,000 women served in or with the armed forces. They enlisted to fill clerical jobs and other jobs that required rote attention and small motor skills. Women freed up the men, who previously occupied these military positions, to go into combat-related positions. They served in the Army and Navy Nurses Corps, Women's Army Corps (WAC), and in the Navy (WAVES), Coast Guard (SPARs) and Marine Corps Women's Reserves. Although not officially members of the armed forces, Women Air Force Service Pilots (WASPs) provided critical support for the war effort. The WASPs were comprised of 1,074 women who had been chosen out of a field of 25,000 applicants. Women who were chosen had experience flying and pilots licenses. Each female pilot freed a male pilot for combat service.

Early posters promoting women’s military positions did little to allay general public fears of the military masculinizing women, as women were traditionally seen as the protected gender, giving men something to
fight for. Much like the fear of giving women the vote, allowing women to work in the traditionally male military might change traditional roles. The idea of a female soldier was considered unnatural or even deviant. One of the early posters for the WACs has a masculine woman in military dress yelling “Attention Women!” followed by Join the WAAC. If the government wanted to convince women and more importantly the men (husbands and fathers) they differed to or were influenced by, that woman in military service was a good thing they would have come up with a different angle.

The government recognized the issues for women, who feared male opinion if they joined. They also recognized that men, both civilian and military, would need to be educated as to how women could be beneficial to the war effort. Government posters often stressed that the military held certain benefits for women after the war, their benefits were never clarified.

Later military posters showed parents and husbands proclaiming how proud they were. Posters offered captions such as, “Are you a girl with star spangled heart?” Wives on posters proclaimed, “I’m in this war too!” and bold letters insisted, “Women in war. We can’t win without them.”

One poster shows a woman walking up a gang plank in a military outfit including a helmet and tie while carrying a backpack. She remarks, “I’d rather be with them than waiting.” This woman is acceptable because she is still attractive (wearing full make-up) and feminine. The poster also implies her reason for being in the WACs is to help with the war effort, so the men can get home quickly, a noble sentiment.

How were women visually portrayed in the war propaganda of the time?

In many of the posters of the time women are wearing men’s clothing and doing a man’s job all while wearing full make up and remaining sexually appealing. Cartoons of the time period show how women’s roles were expected to change, and then to revert to pre-war roles when the men came home.
More nurses are needed!

All women can help—learn how you can aid in Army hospitals.

U.S. Army Nurse Corps
Women’s images are often used to represent higher ideals. The depiction of Justice is a woman, the statue of Liberty is a woman. Men are often used as representations of strength such as Atlas.

The image (image 2) of a woman on a nursing recruitment poster makes reference to a common Madonna pose expects to elicit the viewer’s empathy for the suffering soldiers. The woman in the picture is perfectly coiffed and wearing make-up while in her Army fatigues. She also leans against a rifle, a symbol of destruction, which she’s turned into a stand for an I.V. drip. She is a means of repairing the damage done by men during war.

How do illustrators make use of famous images in the general public’s consciousness to convey a message?

“Rosie the Riveter” was the most well-known and most used image in home front war propaganda. The war and lack of male work force produced a need to temporarily undo what women had always been told. Women needed to buy into the idea of becoming a part of the workforce leaving their homes behind during the day to work in jobs that were traditionally filled by males.

Norman Rockwell’s Saturday Evening Post Rosie references Michelangelo’s Isaiah (from the Sistine Chapel) as well as Michelangelo’s style of painting masculine women. Michelangelo’s Isaiah actually would have been a part of the public’s collective consciousness at the time. Rockwell wanted to show a Rosie who was capable of doing a “man’s job.” Rosie is also pictured with her feet on top of Hitler’s Mein Kampf, stomping out the Nazis. Rockwell also combines patriotic symbolism along with a red, white and blue color palette. The artist readily admitted to making Rosie look masculine.

His model at the time was 19 year old neighbor, Mary Doyle Keefe. Contrary to Rockwell’s depiction of Rosie his model was quite petite. He did not inform Mary of what his plans were for his Rosie. Mary Doyle Keefe saw the image for the first time on the cover of the Saturday Evening Post and was shocked. Rockwell did call to apologize to Mary saying “I did have to make you into a sort of a giant.” A giant to show a physical strength that women were not thought to have.

J. Howard Miller’s in-house poster for Westinghouse is currently one of the better known images of that time period. Miller’s poster was not viewed by the general public during the war however it did resurface in the 1980s and became popular.

Does the Equal Rights Amendment mean women can be drafted too?

The ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) was first introduced in 1923 and did not pass. Alice Paul, suffragist leader and founder of the National Woman’s Party wrote the ERA. She and the NWP considered the ERA to be the next necessary step after the 19th Amendment (affirming women’s right to vote) in guaranteeing “equal justice under law” to all citizens. The ERA basically states: equal rights for women will not be denied or abridged by the United States or any state. These rights will be enforceable through the legal system. The ERA would take effect two years after ratification.

During the 1970s, the ERA was passed by Congress. After being passed by Congress the Amendment needed to be ratified by at least 38 states within seven years. After seven years the amendment fell three states short of becoming part of the Constitution.

There was a fear in the 1970s that the ERA would mean the possibility of a draft for women. Congress already had the power to draft women as well as men. During World War II the Senate debated the possibility of
drafting nurses in preparation for a possible invasion by Japan. Under federal law men ages 18-24 must register with selective service in the event of a draft. With the ban on women in combat having been lifted in 2013 there has been debate over whether or not women should be registered for selective service.

Were women well received as soldiers at West Point?

In 1970, Colonel Anna Mae Hays, chief of the Army Nurse Corps, became the Army’s first woman Brigadier General. Elizabeth P. Hoisington, Director of the Women’s Army Corps was also promoted to Brigadier General shortly after Hays. The Women’s Army Corps (WACs) the all-female unit of the Army was disbanded in 1978 having started in July of 1942 during WWII.

The passage of legislation in 1975 lead to admission of 119 women (62 of which graduated in 1980) to West Point in 1976. These women soldiers received a far different welcome from their Civil War counterparts who were disguised as men. According to accounts from the first women at West Point, they were not prepared to integrate women into the all-male school.

“Simple things like the bathrooms were not done. They had not decided how they going to do some of the uniforms. They had not properly instructed some of the cadets on how to treat women. So, it was very evident going through it that these people didn’t think we were supposed to be [t]here.”

- Marene (Nyberg) Allison

The women of West Point were treated as women attempting to take on male roles. Much like their Civil War counterparts and the Rosie the Riveters of WWII women put on traditionally male clothing, as opposed to uniforms made for women soldiers, in order to do what was considered a man’s job. The idea of a woman soldier was not a fully formed idea with an equal place in military society. Much like the suffragettes this was merely a matter of women attempting to infiltrate traditionally male roles.

The first women of West Point faced resentment and chauvinism. Male cadet reactions ran the gamut. Some ignored the women, some were helpful while others were hostile and difficult. A statement was actually issued by select senior leaders at West Point. This public statement disagreed with the congressional decision to allow women into the traditionally male academies.

With the first women graduates coming out of West Point in 1980 and the 1980 advent of the Be All That You Can Be campaign the military starts to see an increase in women joining the military. This is the first time women were trained alongside of men.

Be All That You Can Be Campaign: the Army changes its image:

The Be All That You Can Be Campaign is brought about by an effort to change the Army’s image. The Army had been an all-volunteer Army for some time. The Army came to be thought of as a career (enlisted as opposed to officer) choice for undereducated and lower income teenagers with few options. An influx of possible recruits sees men who have committed felony crimes and are without a high school education. The generation of the time does not think of Army service like their parents did. They do not think of the patriotic images of WWI and WWII. They are much more likely to think of the Army in terms of Vietnam. A time when news coverage was beginning to go from non-existent to extensive. This war was televised on evening news,
presenting a very different war than WWII. This war was not black and white in the way WWI and WWII were. Stressing duty and honor to a generation who saw duty and honor as antiquated was not a good public relations strategy.

The advertising agency of N.W. Ayer and Son created the Be All You Can Be campaign. N.W. Ayer and Son were also responsible for a number of well-known campaigns. Morton Salt’ “When it rains it pours” and AT&T’s “Reach out and touch someone” are two of their best known campaigns. General Maxwell Thurman was put in charge of working with the ad agency. Thurman and a number of other members of the higher commands of the Army were soldiers from the Vietnam Era. These were the men who would go about building a new type of Army. They would change how the American soldier was looked at. Their views on war service differed from their parents’ views. Unlike the vets from WWII they did not return home to a hero’s welcome. They returned home to the oppose reaction. They were vilified, picketed, shouted at, and sometimes even attacked.
WHAT SOME OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WOMEN ARE WEARING THIS YEAR.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Image 3
During a preview of a Be All That You Can Be commercial at the N.W. Ayer and Son’s offices Thurman makes the agency stop the commercial. The commercial is filled with actors who don’t accurately portray the soldiers of the military. Thurman dresses the agency down for not using real soldiers, minorities and women. This is the direction the new professional Army is going in. An effort is made to include real soldiers in the commercials, including women and minorities to attract a wider selection of candidates. Be All That You Can Be emphasized adventure, upward mobility and an education. The G.I. bill is also reinstated to create a more professional and well educated Army. An excellent strategy considering they are attempting to attract the “me generation”.

The What Some of the Most Successful Women are Wearing This Year (Image 3) poster shows one of the posters used to recruit women to join the Army. The color surrounding the photo is decidedly feminine and very much removed from Army camouflage colors. The slogan plays on how women are traditionally thought of. Much like the WAC posters of WWII there seems to be a need to distinguish this soldier from male counterparts and define her in some way as a woman. The female soldier (with an intense determined look of concentration on her face) is outfitted in Army gear yet she is still very much recognizable as a woman. Unlike the attempts by the government to make the women of WWII posters look overtly feminine (in full make-up and perfect hair) this soldier does not appear to be wearing make-up.

The Army Strong Campaign: How are they targeting their market?

Army Strong is the first time the US military actively recruits women. In the first large scale, multi-media and interactive advertising campaign the Army looks to recruit women and minority soldiers. The Army Strong campaign makes the appeal to be part of something bigger than yourself. Much like the recruiting posters of WWII, Army Strong works to convince candidates that we are all in this together. By offering an opportunity to be a part of a “family” this campaign targets Millennials. The campaign even allows for interacting with soldiers in the field through the Army’s website. It also shares successful career Army women’s personal stories of their experiences with the Army. The Army Strong campaign also targets minority men and women in low income areas.

The Army’s website is not only a multi-media and interactive website, the Army Strong website also has links to the video game America’s Army. Army Strong advertising has been criticized for not touching on what soldiers really do. The Army readily admits that this video game is a recruitment tool. America’s Army was created in 2002. Col. Casey Wardynski, one of America’s Army’s original creators, is quoted as describing the game in this way:

“With America’s Army3, we’re taking military gaming to an all-new level where every detail counts. We want our America’s Army 3 players to have a greater understanding of the Army and its values. Our Soldiers are aspirational figures and our players are able to virtually experience many aspects of a Soldier’s life from their training, to their missions, to the way the Army has influenced their lives.”

Reactions from military personnel have been mixed. Some complain that Army Strong does not accurately portray the life of a soldier. The images, posters and commercials tend to deal more with making the decision to be a part of the military as opposed to the risks involved in a military career. Commercials also appeal to parents to approve of their daughter’s or son’s decision to join the Army. Army Strong also accentuates the positive aspects such as training and education.
The Marine’s WANTED poster (image 4) shows a minority woman who is strong and assured. She is also photographed at an angle that is below eye level, elevating her in stature above the other soldiers. Similar to women who are portrayed as abstract ideas such as liberty and justice. Unlike the ad from Be All the You Can Be there is no appeal to women directly. The ad is directed towards soldiers in general. There isn’t a color palette reference to women. This is a far cry from the women in the posters of WWII.

The Marines are generally thought of as the most masculine branch of the military. She is obviously in charge and all attention is turned towards her. This woman marine is very different from Rockwell’s Rosie. She does not bare a physical resemblance to men to show strength, however it is well conveyed that she is a strong leader.

These images conflict with accounts from women in the Military as recently as 2005. Below is an excerpt from The Women’s Memorial websites oral histories.

“...You’d think after twenty-two years and the rank on my shoulder this uniform might command automatic respect. It doesn’t matter if you’re a private or general... if you are a woman, you must prove yourself first. A man is given the benefit of the doubt until proven otherwise. You’d think that would change as you go up in rank, but it only gets harder.” 22 - CW3 Jacqueline Fitch, 2005

As of 2014 95% of all Army occupations have women serving. Most recently the Army has approved opening up all positions in engineer to women. They are very close to approving all positions in field artillery for women. Women represent about 14% for the active duty Army. As of 2014 women accounted for 16.3% of the total. Enlisted women in the military tend to have a higher rate of education than their male counter parts. Enlisted women are more likely to attend college than enlisted men 27% vs. 21%. 23

On June 29, 2015 three women were approved for training in the Army Rangers, similar to the Navy’s Seals. The three women will provide an assessment of how the military should better integrate women into combat roles. If any of the three women complete the training they will be allowed to join the elite Ranger Regiment which performs raids and other Special Operations missions. 24
Activities

The Women of World War II.

Warm-Up

Students will listen to the song “Rosie the Riveter” by Kay Kyser. (Audio recording at https://archive.org/details/RosieTheRiveter) and read oral histories from The Women’s War Memorial Website.

Activity One

Student’s will look at and discuss three of the most well-known Rosie the Riveter images. They will make observations among J. Howard Miller’s in-house Westinghouse Rosie poster, Norman Rockwell’s Saturday Evening Post Rosie and the more widely circulated Rosie war poster “Do the job he left behind. Apply U.S. Employment Service.” For each of the posters, students should go through the Describe-Analyze-Interpret-Judge exercise.

1. How are colors being used in the two posters? How are the three works organized in terms of composition? Does one poster make a more effective use of typography combined with the visual image?
2. What do the women look like? Do they look like they are wearing make-up? Do they look like they’ve been working in a factory all day?
3. How does Norman Rockwell make use of the red, white and blue color scheme? Do you notice any objects that are symbolic of Nazi Germany in Rockwell’s Rosie illustration, where are they placed?
4. Which of the posters makes a more effective use of color and composition to attract the viewer’s attention? Support your argument with examples.
5. Norman Rockwell’s Rosie is more masculine than the other two Rosies. Rockwell’s model was actually a very petite woman. Why do you think he did this? What do you think he is trying to convey. Explain and support your answers.

Activity Two

Students will be shown other posters from the time period that were used to recruit women. These are a few of the posters that can be found in google images.

Victory Waits on Your Fingers - Keep ‘Em Flying, Miss U.S.A.

The Girl He Left Behind is Still Behind Him She’s a W.O.W!

I’m Proud my Husband Wants Me to do My Part

I’m Making Bombs and Buying Bonds. Buy Victory Bonds!

Good work sister! We never thought you could do a man-size job!

West Texas A&M University also has a number of links to WWII posters and resources: http://www.wtamu.edu/library/documents/posters.shtml The National Archives also has a large number of posters on their website.
Students will decide on an approach to their advertising. The bandwagon approach and the fear approach were often used in advertising during WWII. Students will choose a color palette for their poster. Most WWII posters tend to use basic color palettes with broad flat colors. Students will choose their typefaces (no more than two). Typeface combinations could include one serif and one sans serif typeface or a script typeface and a sans serif type face. These were most often used in posters from the time period.

Activity Three

Students will design a World War II poster, aimed at women, in the style of WWII. They will need to pay close attention to the style of illustration from that time period as well as the use of colors and typography.

For this project students will work by hand, with cameras and electronically. Students will have access to computers (Photoshop and Illustrator) as well as cameras and Wacom Tablets (electronic drawing tablets). With cameras students can set up other students as models (photos taken below eye-level achieve a heroic look) and then bring the photo into Photoshop or Illustrator. Wacom tablets will allow students to work over the photos in Photoshop or Illustrator to create an illustrated (Vector based art) look. If students have a theater department in their school they can make use of wigs and props.

In lieu of computers, Photoshop and Wacom tablets, students may work by hand. They can photograph their models and print the photos. An illustration can be created by using marker paper over the photo. This works best when using a light table or by taping the photo and marker paper to a window. Students can then work over the image using Prismacolor markers to achieve a similar effect.

When students have finished with their posters, they will hang the posters around the room for a classroom critique and discussion. For each of the posters, students should go through the Describe-Analyze-Interpret-Judge exercise.

1. Does any one poster stand out more than the others? Why - is it because of color, composition, use of typography or all of these?
2. Did the designers and illustrators make good use of models and props?
3. Do the women in your posters look like they are from that time period?
4. Which approach was used the most in the student posters bandwagon or fear?
5. Was one approach more effect than the other? How? Why?

Activity Four

Be All That You Can Be, the first women soldiers.

They will also read oral histories from The Women’s War Memorial Website and the Army’s website about the first women cadets at WestPoint.

http://www.womensmemorial.org/H&C/Oral_History/oralhistoryhIALLISON.html


Students will then view commercials for Be All That You Can Be. These commercials can easily be found on on-line, they mainly target minorities and women.
Students will answer the following questions.

1. The Be All You Can Be campaign took place during a time of peace. Do you think it was ok for Army to promote personal development and educational opportunities to get people to join? Why or Why not?
2. Do you think the ad campaign would have worked as well if the Army had shown clips of soldiers in combat situations?
3. Compare the women’s personal accounts to the commercials. Do you think the commercials give enough realistic information about the Army?
4. Is this advertising better than the posters of WWII?

**Activity Five**

With the advent of women entering the Army as soldiers the 1980s and 1990s saw a number of movies featuring women in the Army. Students will view and discuss clips from the movies GI Jane (1997) and Top Gun (1986), additionally clips from the comedy Private Benjamin could be used as well. GI Jane deals with a woman attempting to become the first female Navy Seal. Kelly McGillis’ character in Top Gun is Charlotte “Charlie” Blackwood. This character was based on Christine Fox. Fox recently became the highest-ever ranking woman at the Pentagon, she is the acting deputy defense secretary. During the filming of Top Gun Fox spent time with the cast and crew of the film to advise them on factual accuracy. Fox was never a pilot, like character Charlie Blackwood, but she is an expert in air and maritime defense. Students will apply what they have learned in the unit by listing observations about how the images in the film clips correspond to the values of the decade of each film clip.

**Activity Six**

As of June 29, 2015 there are three women who are currently approved for Army Ranger training. Students will create a movie poster for a new movie (of their creation) about the three women soldiers who are attempting to become Rangers. They will use the same techniques mentioned in Activity Four. Posters should resemble the images from the Be All That You Can Be campaign. Photos of the women soldiers in training are available on the Army’s website.

**Activity Seven**

When students have finished with their posters. They will hang the posters around the room for a classroom critique and discussion. Questions to think about:

1. Did anyone choose to make the women look heroic? Why?
2. Which posters make the most effective use of composition, color and typography?
3. How do these women soldiers compare to the women of WWII?
4. Did anyone create a comedy or a satire? Why?

**Activity Eight**

Army Strong is the Army’s first multi-media campaign to target women soldiers.

Students will have the opportunity to explore the Army Strong website. The website has personal accounts from men and women soldiers. The website also allows for interaction with soldiers in the field. In the section dedicated to women soldiers. Students will read at least three accounts and answer the questions below. Commercials are also available on-line. Students should, once again, go through the Describe-Analyze-
Interpret-Judge exercise.

http://www.goarmy.com/army-videos.sch-Women%20In%20The%20Army.html


1. Did you find any accounts of women in actual combat situations in other countries?
2. Do you think the Army should have more accounts of actual combat situations?
3. How do these stories differ from the stories of the women of WWII or the first women cadets from West Point? Are the women’s accounts of Army life better than the West Point cadets’ accounts? Do you think women soldiers are as accepted as male soldiers?

Students will divide off into groups to explore the website and video game (America’s Army 3) and answer the following questions.

1. Was it easy to navigate the website and find the information you were looking for?
2. Did you get a sense that this website is a military website when you first saw it? What visual images made it seem like an Army Website?
3. What color palettes did the web designers use?
4. Does the women’s section of the website use colors that are traditionally thought of as female colors? Like the Be All That You Can Be poster that features a woman in Army gear on a lavender background?
5. Do you think the video game is a more effective recruiting tool? Do you think the video game gives an accurate picture of combat situations? Why or why not?
6. Who do you think they are targeting with the video game? Are they targeting men more than women or vice versa? Explain your answer.
7. How does the video game compare to games you’ve played? Are the graphics comparable? Explain your answer.

Students will create an animated web banner and landing page.

Students will incorporate their knowledge of the Army Strong campaign into a design for an animated web banner and a landing page (the landing page can contain animation as well). Photoshop allows for basic animation (in the form of cell animation). The target market for the web banner and landing page should be women. The banner should lead its audience into the landing page. The landing page should be an ad for Army Strong.

Most landing pages are 995 pixels wide and 600 pixels tall. For the purpose of this assignment students will use Leaderboard banner 728 pixels wide x 90 pixels tall. This larger banner will give them more room for advertising. The desktop landing page will be 1024 pixels by 768 pixels. For the purpose of this assignment students will not be limited to a certain number of kilobytes. Important colors should be locked down when creating an animated gif. This will keep the colors from changing drastically from computer to computer and browser to browser. The Army websites are good resources for photos (any Army image used in a national campaign is copyright free.)

When students have finished with their banners and landing pages. They will view them on-screen for a critique and discussion. Questions to think about:

1. Did anyone choose to make the women or the men look heroic? Why?
2. Which banners make the most effective use of composition, color and typography?
3. Which landing pages make the most effective use of composition, color and type?
4. Are the banners effective in getting viewers to click them?
5. Did anyone use the America’s Army game to get viewers to the landing page?
6. Do any of the landing pages show combat photos?

Standards

New Haven Public Schools Power Standards for the Visual Arts

1. Reflect upon, decide, analyze, interpret, and evaluate one’s artwork and that of others. (Response to Art) Students will know how culture, history, and the visual arts influence each other.
2. Making connections between the visual arts, other disciplines, and daily life.

Recognize that the visual arts tell something about the time in history and culture in which they were created.

Social Studies Standards (Connecticut Frameworks)

Content Standard 1: Historical Thinking;
Content Standard 3: Historical Themes;
Content Standard 4: Applying History

Visual Arts Standards (Connecticut Frameworks)

Content Standard 4: History and Cultures
Content Standard 5: Analysis
Interpretation and Evaluation.

Technology Standards (Connecticut Frameworks)

Content Standard 3. Technology Productivity Tools
Content Standard 5. Technology Research Tools
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